
Exodus Faculty Guide 

 

Day 1  

 

There are maybe too many resources already on the Moodle site. If you only have time for one 

(usually the case), look at Harry Ellis’ Exodus Guide. This guide addresses the question of how 

to approach a text that many (some?) of your students see as a sacred text-- He says: 

 

So one of the first things I do in any discussion of Biblical materials is to state openly that 

whatever one believes to be the inspired nature, or the historical accuracy of the 

material, FOR US IN THIS COURSE the material is to be analyzed, discussed, 

questioned, and otherwise treated with the same respect (but also the same curiosity 

and analysis) as Gilgamesh, The Odyssey, or (later) Antigone, Plato’s Republic, the 

Qur’an, etc. (Ellis) 

 

In this context, it might be useful to ask how many of your students have actually read the Bible 

(not paraphrases, not told by others, etc) before? What, if anything, was surprising to your 

students when they actually read it? (If nothing is, you may need to jump to the specific quotes 

listed below). 

 

Harry’s guide provides a brief background and a series of great discussion questions. 

 

A few additional discussion questions (to compare with other works): 

 

1. Parallel with Eggers and the question of fiction vs. non-fiction. To what extent is 

historical accuracy important in the Bible (see the Introduction to the Exodus text for the 

discussion of the way the story was constructed)? To what extent is it important for 

Eggers? 

2. What is God trying to accomplish through the plagues? What are God’s motivations as 

understood through this text? What can we gather about the motivations of the gods in 

other texts (Why was Athena invested in Odysseus? Gods in Gilgamesh, Ramayana?) 

What does this mean for the relationship between the people and gods? 

 

Activity: (from Gliem and Mauch’s resource -- which also has a quiz for Day 1 and some 

suggested case studies for looking more closely at the law) 

 

For homework, students could find 6 passages or sections from the reading that they find 

interesting or important. They bring them to class and explain the significance of each. Or, put 

them into groups of 3 or 4 and ask them to identify passages as a group and report their 

findings to the class. Either of these activities can be used as basis for discussion. 
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Activity: Go to the text in pairs (a list of passages-- what is their importance?) 

 

Moses as reluctant “hero”: 

Ex 3:13-16 needs God’s name 

Ex 4:1-5 needs a sign 

Ex 4:10-15 needs someone else to speak 

Ex 6:9-12 Israelites won’t follow 

Moses as a strong leader:  

Ex 32:10-14 arguing with God on behalf of people 

Ex 32:19-20; 32:25-28  

quelling the mutiny   

Ex 18:13-16; 18:24-27  

trusted as judge/delegating judicial power to others 

Laws: 

Ex 20:1-11 first 4 of 10 commandments (God and human relationship) 

Ex 20:12-17 last 6 of 10 commandments (human relationships) 

Ex 20:22-26 law concerning the alter 

Ex 21:7-9 daughter as a slave 

Ex 21:20-21 slave as property 

Ex 21:22-27 eye for an eye (slave’s eye=freedom for slave) 

Ex 22:25 no interest charge to poor 

Ex 22:1-4 laws of restitution  (note: order is verse 1, verse 4, verse 2 & 3) 

Ex 22:16-18 shall not permit a female sorcerer to live (Salem witch trials?),  

Ex 23:1-3 shall not spread false report; shall not follow the majority in wrongdoing 

Ex 23:10-12 sabbatical year and sabbath 

Important incidents: 

Ex 2:1-10 birth and youth of Moses 

Ex 2:11-15 Moses kills the Egyptian and flees. 

Ex 3:1-12 burning bush 

Ex 32:1-6 golden calf 

Ex 7:3-4,  8:15,  8:19, 9:7, 10:1, 10:27   

Pharoah’s heart is hardened (sometimes by God and sometimes by Pharaoh) 

Ex 11:1 God finally makes Pharoah let the Israelites go 

Ex 14:12-13 reminiscent of Achilles in Hades when he told Odysseus “better a slave than  

  dead” 

Ex 14:21-23 Moses parted the Red Sea 

Ex 16:2-3; 16:14-15  

People complain from hunger & manna is provided 

Ex 16:4; 16:19-20 

  Test in collecting manna 

 



Activity: Finding Support in the Text 

 

The Big Themes resource suggests the following themes for Exodus (resource link has more 

details on how to approach these themes): 

1. Moses as Hero 

2. The Exodus as Journey or Quest 

3. The Human Relationship with the Hebrew God 

4. Codes, Values, and Foundations of Civilization 

5. The Narrative (Story) and How it is Remembered Over Time 

6. The Characteristics of the Society and the Hebrew People 

 

Assign each theme to a group and have the group find passages that connect to the assigned 

theme. 

 

Activity: Brunello’s resource suggests class discussion divided into four parts, assigned ahead 

of time to four groups of students: 

 

Part 1: 7 minute presentation that introduces the Book of Exodus 

Part 2: 10 minute presentation looking at Chapter 1-15 as a narrative of liberation, revolution, 

and social justice 

Part 3: 10 minute presentation looking at Chapters 16-23 and Chapters 30, 31, & 33 as the 

establishment of authority and power for Israel 

Part 4: General discussion lasting until the end of class  (comparison to Odyssey, etc). 

 

 

 

Day 2: 

 

“Worship is a subject of immense importance. A considerable mass of Biblical text is occupied 

with instructions, patterns and source material for worship, and worship encompasses a great 

deal of what faith communities do” (Hilber, 1996). 

 

Theme: Ceremony, Ritual, and Aesthetics 

 

To address the lengthy description of the tabernacle, priestly vestments, etc., consider this: 

 

Beauty (to Hebrews) meant aesthetically pleasing, bringing them closer to the Glory of God. 

Socially useful products were not considered beautiful  (Ferretter, 2004).   

 

(Correlate to Art Skinner’s “Art Bridging Time” lecture-- particularly the discussion of Picasso’s 

Les Demoiselles and the relationship between beauty and art). Do we define socially useful 

items as art, as being “beautiful”? What is our perception of beauty? The Hebrews’ perception? 
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Also consider this: God called skilled artisans to fulfill certain roles in the building of worship 

items, but these artists are forbidden to use their skills to do just anything (i.e., they are not 

allowed to create false gods/idols (20:4-5) . Ask students, to what extent are the highly detailed 

patterns and designs (building the ark, tabernacle, curtain, priesthood vestments, etc)  “artistic 

outlets” for the Israelites (our Western view of art is connected to the idea of “innovation” so if 

God dictates the design, is it art)? Also, to what extent are (or should) artists be forbidden (and 

by what authority: a person, a group, the community) to use their skills? Relate back to 

controversial art works (Tilted Arc, David, Luncheon on the Grass) presented in the Art lecture 

(we will also come back to this in a furture art lecture). Alternatively, to what extent do skilled 

artisans have an obligation to use their work in service to the community (instead of 

themselves)? 

 

Next, ask students who have attended religious services: What is the decoration? What does 

the altar look like? Curtains? Robes (vestments) of those leading the service? What are the 

aesthetics of ceremony and ritual? What is the importance of this? 

 

Same questions for the AT Ceremony of Lights and the opening convocation? (robes of faculty, 

lighting candles, etc). Using President Eastman’s opening convocation address about 

“ceremonies and why we have them,” encourage students to think about the role of ceremony 

and ritual. What is the aim of ritual? ceremony?  

 

Back to the Odyssey: To what extent is hospitality connected to ritual? Again, what is the 

purpose for the Greeks? (see the Phaecians as the exemplars). 

 

Have students look carefully (re-read) the final verses of Exodus. What does it say? How does it 

connect to what has already happened? What does it say about the role of God for this people? 

The role of Moses? 

 

Theme: Community 

 

A new community was created after the patterns and rituals are complete, such as building an 

alter and 12 pillars, burnt offerings, the covenant ceremony, peace sacrifices, blood ceremony, 

and the communal meal (24: 9-11) (Ferretter, 2004). Ask the students what patterns, rituals, or 

ceremonies they have undergone at home, in college, during holiday celebrations, etc. Do they 

believe the rituals create/maintain community? How? 
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Section Day: 

 

1. Complete the Thematic Grid that Barney distributed comparing and contrasting themes 

among what we have read so far in Gilgamesh, Eggers, Odyssey, Ramayana, and 

Exodus. 

2. Make a graph (or graphs): “Graph of a Protagonist’s Self-Discovery”. For example, in 

one class (Anne’s), we tried to graph Gilgamesh’s self-esteem over the course of the 

journey and it looked like this: 

 
3. As homework, prepare (submit) an essay question comparing or contrasting two or more 

of the works. Assign the best ones in class to groups and have the groups develop 

answers. 

4. Test. Anyone who wants to share ideas, email coxaj@eckerd.edu. 
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